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We designed the Macedonia Space Divider in order to create the most
flexibility and freedom when dividing interior and exterior spaces. 
The system creates a highly decorative 3D effect, it is modular and very 
easy to install

Designed by

Macedonia Space Divider

In order to divide spaces in offices where transparency and openness is 
required, the Macedonia Space Divider system is a perfect system

Bijenkorf department store in cooperation with Qua associates: double 
layer of warm grey Macedonia panels inside two sheets of glass

Especially when you install the Macedonia Space Divider both inside and 
outside, you can create the most fascinating design combinations   

Due to its decorative design, this system can be used as part of the of 
interiors of the highest nature in hotels and private residences
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Macedonia 
Space Divider
DIMENSIONS PRODUCT INFORMATION

Type   Space divider for professional use
Designer   Janne Kyttänen 2010
Color   All RAL-colors are possible
Weight  630 grams per panel
Delivery time 4 weeks

MATERIAL
Glass filled polypropylene, or other thermoplastics such as ABS 
or polycarbonate. Fire retardant thermoplastics are also an 
option for spaces where this is required.

FINISH
Surface finish is very smooth in order to protect it from dust
and dirt and also make very easy to clean. Due to each application 
being custom fitted to interior and exterior architectural solutions, 
practically any surface treatment can be applied such as flocking or 
gold plating.

CONNECTION SYSTEM
2 tripod units connected with a screw that holds the panels
together. A little round cap is provided to cover the screw

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
At first instance this product is created for professional interior 
and exterior designs. Freedom Of Creation delivers the system 
as individual panels which can be easily assembled with just a 
screwdriver. In order to fit the panels in square surfaces, they 
need to be cut to size. The railings where it is mounted on 
are always tailormade and need to be fitted on location. The 
recommended dimensions of the U-profile railing are 40 x 40 x 
3 mm. The internal width should be at least 34 mm in order to 
accomodate the panels.

Freedom Of Creation has the expertise to assist with installation 
and gives design advise for each situation. Please contact us with 
regards to your requirements.

DAILY USE INSTRUCTION
Due to the surface of the panels being smooth and non porous, 
they are easily cleanable with standard cleaning detergents. The 
panels are very modular and easy to mount and unmount. This 
makes the system ideal for not just permanent solutions, but 
also for temporary situations. Should any damage happen to the 
panels due to havok or other accidents, even single panels are 
easily replaced.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Due to the system being custom fitted for each application, 
there are a number of ways to also customize the system for 
different spaces. For example hanging it on the wall, build inside 
glass panels or using multi-layer in order to play with translucency 
and colors. In order to create the most intriguing 3 dimensional 
shapes we are able to warp the structures around any double 
curved surface by use of 3D printing. By doing this, you are able 
to create innovative hybrid solutions by combining injection 
molded flat panels with curved 3D printed panels.

If you have such a custom application in mind, contact Freedom 
Of Creation for more details.

EXPLODED VIEW WITH U-PROFILE


